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The EMKA GROUP is the world market leader for locking systems, hinges and gasketing that are used in switch and control cabinets. In the areas air conditioning technology and transport, EMKA is one of the leading manufacturers of locking technology.

With 2,100 employees we serve over 30,000 customers in 52 countries worldwide.
Currently, the overall range comprises more than 15,000 articles, which are developed, manufactured, refined and assembled at eight production sites in Germany, France, Great Britain, Spain, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia.

In the EMKA Technology Centre the innovative products of tomorrow are created. 30 designers and design engineers convert ideas into finished products in close collaboration with the customer. To this day around 20,000 additional special parts have been created and all of them were intensely tested in our internal test lab like every EMKA product.

The high quality and product standards are guaranteed by an excellent manufacturing know-how and by the certified process control according to ISO 9001.

The in-house tool and mould making as well as state-of-the-art development, manufacturing and testing methods ensure a maximum of product quality and reliability.
Solutions for HVACR systems

EMKA does not only provide every kind of gasket but also locking systems and hinges, i.e. complete HVACR locking solutions from one single source!

It stands out due to its modular structure, versatility and high quality. The EMKA locking solutions comply with the special requirements of the sector and meet the relevant standards such as DIN EN 1886 or VDI 6022.
In addition, EMKA provides individual special solutions that arise in dialogue with the customer.

Whether locks, handles, hinges or gaskets for diverse applications: EMKA products always stand for maximum safety and reliability.

As a long-time system partner of the HVACR industry EMKA is constantly working on new and innovative products.

In addition to newly developed and enhanced locking solutions, EMKA complements its product portfolio with innovative locking systems, special hinges, gasketings and special solutions, thus responds to the current requirements of the market.

EMKA already has the trends that will become the standard tomorrow!